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Figure 2 Microtubule and nuclear structures observed by laser scanning confocal microcopy. (A) Chemically enucleated oocytes
with a completely separated PB2-like structure. (B) Chemically enucleated oocytes with a PB2-like structure connected with
the oolemma. The arrow indicates the spindle of a PB2-like structure in a chemically enucleated oocyte. (C) Giant panda–rabbit
embryos at the pseudo-pronuclear stage after 6 h of activation, reconstructed by WCICI combined with chemical enucleation.
(D) Giant panda–rabbit embryos at the blastocyst stage reconstructed by WCICI combined with chemical enucleation.

markedly increased with the increase in treatment
time (p < 0.05). At 90 min after chemical treatment,
more than 85% of rabbit oocytes had formed PB2-
like structures in three experimental groups. The PB2-
like structures observed after chemical enucleation
treatment were in one of two states: completely
separated from the oocyte plasma membrane (Fig. 2A)
or still connected to the oocyte plasma membrane
(Fig. 2B).

In vitro development of giant panda–rabbit embryos
reconstructed by SUZI and WCICI

Fibroblast nuclei of giant panda were transferred into
chemically enucleated metaphase II rabbit oocytes by
SUZI and WCICI respectively. After in vitro culture for
3.5–4.5 days in serum-free culture medium (G1.2/G2.2),
giant panda–rabbit embryos reconstructed by both

nuclear transfer methods developed to the blastocyst
stage. A higher blastocyst development rate was
observed in the WCICI group (17.24%) compared with
that in SUZI group (13.33%). However, there was
no statistically significant difference (p > 0.05) in the
development rate from the 2-cell to the blastocyst stage
between the two groups (Table 2).

Observation of spindle and nucleus
by confocal microscopy

In order to locate the nucleus of rabbit oocytes treated
with chemicals and to evaluate the effect of chemical
enucleation on spindles of recipient oocytes, the PI
staining and immunochemical staining of α-tublin
were examined by laser scanning confocal microscopy.
Results showed that the PB2-like structures contained
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Table 2 In vitro developments of giant panda–rabbit embryos reconstructed by SUZI and WCICI combined with chemical
enucleation

No. of nuclear transfer oocytes Fused n (%) 2-cell n (%) Morula n (%) Blastocyst n (%)

SUZI 151 60 (39.7) 34 (56.77)a 17 (28.33)a 8 (13.33)a

WCICI 58 – 41 (70.69)a 22 (37.93)a 10 (17.24)a

a Percentages with different superscripts within a column differ significantly (p < 0.05).

the complete chromosomes of an oocyte (Fig. 2A, B) and
that chemical enucleation treatment did not harm the
spindle structures of recipient oocytes (Fig. 2B). Further
observation also demonstrated that microtubules and
nuclear structures of giant panda–rabbit embryos at
the 1-cell and blastocyst stage reconstructed by SUZI
(not shown) and WCICI (Fig. 2C, D) using chemically
enucleated oocytes as recipients were normal.

Discussion

The efficiency of somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT)
techniques remains low, especially for interspecies
cloning. In order to enhance the efficiency of SCNT and
reduce its instability, two important steps of the nuclear
transfer protocol – enucleation and nuclear transfer –
are considered to be necessary for optimization.

Routine physical enucleation is time-consuming, in-
herently invasive and inevitably damaging to cytoplast
spatial organization. Moreover, because of the ultravi-
olet irradiation, the development of reconstructed em-
bryos is rather unsatisfactory. Recently, a demecolcine-
induced enucleation protocol has been successfully ap-
plied to the production of cloned mice from embryonic
stem cell nuclei (Baguisi and Overström, 2000), rabbits
and pigs from adult somatic cells (Gasparrini et al., 2003;
Yin et al., 2002a), demonstrating that this method may
be used as an alternative strategy to routine physical
enucleation. In the demecolcine-induced enucleation
protocol, the pre-activation to trigger cell-cycle resump-
tion, combined with the action of demecolcine to des-
troy spindle structures and influence nuclear division
in a mild and reversible manner, is considered to result
in subtle disturbances in the coordination of cytokinesis
and karyokinesis and can provide cytoplasts of
enhanced developmental competence. In the present
study, demecolcine incubation combined with three
different pre-activation methods (1.2 kV/cm, iono-
phore A23187 and ionomycin) were used for
enucleation of rabbit metaphase II oocytes. Our results
show that all three combined methods can enucleate
rabbit oocytes at higher rates with an increase in
treatment time and that chemical enucleation rates
of more than 80% can be achieved according to
appearance of PB2-like structures containing nuclear
materials 60–90 min after demecolcine incubation,

suggesting that demecolcine-induced enucleation is
a simple and efficient enucleation protocol in rabbit
oocytes.

Our previous study (Chen et al., 1999) showed that
giant panda fibroblast nuclei can dedifferentiate in
physically enucleated metaphase II rabbit oocytes. In
the present study, we observed the developmental
potential of giant panda–rabbit embryos respectively
reconstructed by directly injecting or electrofusing
whole somatic cells into demecolcine-enucleated rabbit
oocytes. Cloned giant panda–rabbit embryos can
development in vitro to the blastocyst stage, suggesting
that demecolcine-enucleated rabbit oocyte cytoplasm
also can support the reprogramming of giant panda
donor cell and early development of cloned embryos.
We additionally found that the optimal internal
diameter of the injection pipette for performing WCICI
was about 10–12 µm. If the internal diameter was less
than 10 µm, it was difficult to suck the somatic cell into
the injection pipette; if the internal diameter was more
than 12 µm, it was not easy to rupture oocyte plasma
membrane, and subsequently the donor cell could not
be injected into the oocyte plasma (unpublished data).
Therefore the internal diameter of the injection pipette
is also a key factor in WCICI.

Lee et al. (2003) reported the production of cloned
pigs by WCICI. They suggested that the method
is a simple and efficient nuclear transfer procedure
bypassing the electrofusion of SUZI and the donor
nucleus isolation of ICI. In order to increase the
efficiency of giant panda interspecies cloning, in
the present study we used WCICI to reconstruct
giant panda embryos reprogrammed by chemically
enucleated rabbit oocytes. Up to 17.24% of cloned
embryos developed to the blastocyst stage in the WCICI
group, similar to that in rabbit intraspecies cloning,
but higher than that in the SUZI group (13.33%) in
the present report and our previous group (up to
10%) (Chen et al., 1999) in which giant panda–rabbit
embryos were reconstructed by SUZI using physically
enucleated oocytes as recipients. Furthermore, the
microtubule and nuclear structures of the interspecies
cloned giant panda embryos observed by confocal
microscopy were normal. Our results showed that
chemical enucleation combined with WCICI can be
used in giant panda interspecies cloning to simplify
nuclear transfer manipulation and to improve the early
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development of cloned embryos. However, further
study should be conducted to test the effects of
this method on the postimplantation development of
cloned embryos.
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